AbstractÐAfter a ªboomº period from the late 80s to the early 90s, there appears to have been a reduction in the amount of work published on Concurrency Control (CC) in real-time database systems (RTDBS) in general and firm RTDBS in particular. This may be because existing paradigms (e.g., Optimistic CC) have been pushed to their limits and it is difficult to extract additional meaningful performance. One of the last unresolved bastions of real-time CC is the successful incorporation of priority cognizance. Researchers have speculated that priority cognizant optimistic concurrency control (OCC) algorithms, if designed well, could outperform priority insensitive ones in real-time database systems. So far, however, there is a distinct lack of conclusive proof available on this topic and the priority cognizant OCC algorithms that have appeared so far in the literature cannot claim unilateral superiority over their priority insensitive relatives. We thus surmise that successful incorporation of priority cognizance may lead to an increase in the performance of OCC protocols in firm RTDBSs. Based on this premise, we analyze the issue of priority cognizance and identify a critical condition that must hold for priority cognizant conflict resolution to work. The condition is that, on the average, the conflict sets of validating transactions should have a ªlargeº number of transactions: We call this a bird in hand more than two in the bush phenomenon. Subsequently, we design a smart priority cognizant OCC variant, which we call OCC-APR, and analyze its performance, as well as that of several other concurrency control algorithms across a wide range of resource contention and system loading parameters. Surprisingly, it turns out that it is very difficult for priority cognizance to work as the above mentioned condition does not, usually, hold. We explain why this occurs and conclude that priority cognizance does not appear to be a promising technique to increase real-time CC performance. The contribution of this paper, thus, is to have laid to rest the ªpriority cognizanceº issue with regard to real-time CCMs.
ae 1 Introduction R EAL-TIME Database Systems (RTDBSs) must meet time constraints in addition to the integrity constraints. Since the late 1980s a significant amount of research work has been performed on the design and performance evaluation of Concurrency Control Mechanisms (CCMs) for RTDBSs [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [10] , [11] , [14] , [15] , [18] , [19] , [29] .
Given the spate of papers on (firm) real-time CCMs of the late 80s and early 90s, there appears to be a reduction in the number of papers in recent years. Moreover, some of the most recent works on CCMs [28] , [16] , [13] either study nontraditional real-time scenarios, such as main-memory systems [16] and mixed workload environments [13] , or rely on information that might not be readily available, such as semantic-based concurrency control [28] . However, we have not been able to discover papers reporting significant performance gains through new CC strategies designed for traditional firm real-time database systems in the past few years. While there may be several reasons for this (e.g., a drop in research interest in real-time CCMs), definitely one plausible explanation is that performance gains are harder to come by.
When looking at the earlier work on real-time CCMs, one can identify two broad streams. The first stream [3] , [11] , [12] , [26] , [27] , [22] considers extensions to locking algorithms. Two major drawbacks have been identified with locking-based strategies for real-time scenarios. First, a transaction might spend too much time waiting for data locks and thus miss its deadline. A priority ceiling scheme was proposed and studied in [26] , [27] (and extended in [22] ) to reduce lock waiting times. The other problem is that of priority inversion, where a high priority transaction is blocked by a lower priority transaction. The 2PL-HP algorithm [3] , [11] , [12] was proposed to reduce this problem.
In [10] , [11] , Haritsa et al. showed that, in firm or hard real-time scenarios (i.e., where late transactions are worthless), optimistic concurrency control (OCC) [17] outperforms locking over a large spectrum of conditions. The broadcast commit variant (OCC-BC) of optimistic concurrency control [21] was shown to perform particularly well. The authors rationalized this behavior by arguing that, in OCC-BC, validating transactions are guaranteed to commit, while, with locking mechanisms, soon-to-be-discarded transactions may block or restart other transactions, thus increasing the likelihood for these transactions to miss their deadlines as well.
A noteworthy result of [11] was that the locking protocol used was ªtunedº to a real-time environment, i.e., transaction priorities were used to differentiate between urgent and less urgent transactions for their management. OCC-BC, however, did not use any transaction priority information, yet its performance was superior. The superior performance of a priority incognizant optimistic algorithm over a priority sensitive lock-based algorithm stimulated a line of thinking that the performance of an OCC algorithm could be further improved with the help of priority information. Thus, the authors of [10] asked the question ªHow can the priorities be used to improve the performance of the optimistic algorithm?º To our knowledge, so far no clear cut answer to this question has been reported. In [10] , the authors proposed and investigated the performance of several priority conscious variants of OCC. The central theme of these mechanisms was that the priority of a validating transaction was compared to those in its conflict set. If the presence of higher priority transactions was detected, then, based on some particular decision rules, 1 the validating transaction was restarted. It was observed in [10] that none of the proposed mechanisms were consistently superior to their priority ignorant counterparts. Authors identified wasted sacrifices to be a primary reason for this limiting behavior since both a restarted validating transaction and transactions for which it was sacrificed might miss their deadlines. Of the proposed priority conscious mechanisms, WAIT-50, which was based on a prioritized wait control technique, appeared to outperform other priority conscious algorithms. However, it did not unilaterally outperform its priority incognizant counterpart, i.e., OCC-BC. A later study [14] also failed to propose priority conscious CCMs that are unconditionally superior to priority-ignorant ones.
Recently, in [19] , [18] , a technique that dynamically adjusts the serialization order of conflicting transactions was shown to improve the performance of real-time (priority incognizant) CCMs. In [18] , the authors proposed a protocol called Optimistic Concurrency Control-Time Interval (OCC-TI) based on the above technique. OCC-TI is shown to have better performance than other priority ignorant CCMs. Our investigation in [6] shows that OCC-TI also unilaterally outperforms even WAIT-50, which was the best performing protocol identified in [11] . In summary, much contradictory evidence exists regarding the successful incorporation of priority cognizance in OCC mechanisms. Intuitively, though, it appears that priority cognizance might be successfully used in OCC. Earlier work [18] supports this notion. More importantly, priority cognizance would appear to be one of the very few clear-cut avenues to explore for enhancing the performance of real-time CCMs.
It is well-known that, in OCC, the number of restarts strongly affects real-time CCM performance [18] . In fact, a cursory study of the evolution of firm real-time CCMs indicates that a major means of improving performance (i.e., miss percent) has been the reduction of restarts. Thus, one possible reason for reaching the performance limits of CCMs would be the inability to further reduce restarts. This work was motivated by the above observations, i.e., we set out to investigate whether reasonable performance improvements are, in fact, attainable, by incorporating priority cognizance to reduce restarts.
THESIS OF THIS PAPER
In optimistic CCMs, such as OCC-BC and its variants, the validating transaction commits at the expense of the transactions in the conflict set. If the conflict set is large, this leads to a large number of restarts. Referring to the validating transaction as a ªbird in the handº (i.e., guaranteed to commit) and the members of the conflict set as ªbirds in the bush,º existing OCC protocols assume that a bird in the hand is worth more than birds in the bush. The question we ponder is as follows: If there were a large number of birds in the bush, is it worth sacrificing the bird in the hand? Clearly, if one could provide some guarantee that several of these transactions would complete successfully, then it would make sense to sacrifice the validating transaction. However, this policy would only make a difference if there were significant numbers of transactions that were likely to commit in the conflict set. Our hypothesis is that this condition will not usually hold. This postulate is motivated by the following reasons:
. If this were indeed the case, some of the previous attempts at designing priority cognizant algorithms would have shown better results. . We conjecture that it is unlikely that there would be a large number of ªlikely-to-commitº transactions in the conflict set, given the deadline-based priority computation approaches used in the real-time literature (e.g., earlist-deadline and least-slack). In these environments, if a transaction has reached validation, it is quite likely that it is closer to its deadline than most of the transactions in its conflict setÐif this were not the case, then some conflicting transactions would probably have reached validation first. To test the above-mentioned hypothesis, we study several priority cognizant variations on an existing OCC algorithm. We use OCC-TI as our baseline algorithm since it is one of the better performing mechanisms reported in the literature. It is, however, only used as a baseline: If any of our variations were to perform better, we would test the same variation on other baseline protocols. These variations affect the conflict resolution phase of the CCM. In particular, we design a showcase algorithm, called OCC-APR, and several other priority cognizant variants.
A thorough performance evaluation verifies our hypothesis. It turns out, for reasons to be explained in the paper, that average conflict set sizes are very small, completely negating the effects of priority cognizance. In fact, we show that this is a general phenomenon, regardless of the degree of data contention, resource contention, or system loading. We thus conclude that, in general, priority cognizance does not appear to be a viable avenue to explore in augmenting real-time CC performance. The contribution of this paper, thus, is to have laid to rest the ªpriority cognizanceº issue with regard to real-time CCMs.
OCC USING DYNAMIC ADJUSTMENT OF SERIALIZATION ORDER
In this section, we briefly explain the basic idea of dynamic adjustment of serialization order on which OCC-APR is based. The notion of dynamic adjustment of serialization order is presented in [19] , [18] and an in-depth coverage of OCC appeared in [17] , [21] .
In this paper, we are primarily interested in the broadcast commit variant of OCC known as OCC-BC [21] for firm realtime systems. In OCC-BC, a transaction is validated 2 only against currently active transactions, unlike other OCC schemes where recently committed transactions are considered as well. The basic assumption of OCC-BC is that the validating transaction is serialized before all other concurrently running transactions. Thus, data conflicts are resolved by committing validating transactions and restarting conflicting transactions.
The main purpose of dynamic adjustment of serialization order is to prevent unnecessary restarts, which occur when a transaction is restarted that could have been serialized successfully with respect to the validating transaction. We explain this with an example below.
Example. Let r i x and w i x denote the read and write operations, respectively, of a transaction T i on data item x. Further assume that v i and c i denote the validation and commit of T i , respectively. Consider the following transactions T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 , and execution history fragment H:
H r 1 x; w 1 x; r 2 x; r 3 y; w 2 x; r 1 y; w 1 y; v 1 ; c 1 :
The history H is not serializable under OCC-BC, therefore, both T 2 and T 3 are restarted in the validation of T 1 .
A careful examination of H shows that T 2 clearly needs to restart as it has both write-write and write-read conflicts with T 1 , but that is not the case with T 3 , which has only a write-read conflict on data item y. Thus, as long as we can set the serialization order T 3 3 T 1 , T 3 does not need to restart. The restart of T 3 by OCC-BC is referred to as an unnecessary restart.
The technique of dynamically adjusting the serialization order eliminates these unnecessary restarts by adjusting serialization orders of transactions at validation. The authors in [18] differentiated between two classes of conflicting transactions: 1) irreconciliably conflicting, transactions that cannot be serialized and thus must be restarted, e.g., T 2 , and 2) reconciliably conflicting, transactions whose serialization order can be adjusted and thus need not be restarted, e.g., T 3 . Let T val be a transaction to be validated and let the conflict set of T val (set of all transactions, which are in conflict with T val ) be CST val . The validation process in terms of these types of transactions can be refined as follows:
if T i irreconciliably conflicts with T val then restart T i ; else adjust the serialization order of T i with respect to T val ; commit T val
NEW PRIORITY COGNIZANT CONCURRENCY CONTROL ALGORITHMS
Before we present our algorithm, we identify the advantages and disadvantages of incorporating priority information in resolving conflicts using a simple example.
Example. Fig. 1 illustrates the execution profiles of two concurrent transactions T a and T b . T a arrived at time t 2 with a deadline of t 4 , while T b 's arrival time and deadline are t 1 and t 3 , respectively. At time t v , T a reaches validation. Note that T b 's priority is higher than T a 's due to T b 's earlier deadline. However, in the process of validating T a using a priority incognizant protocol such as OCC-BC, T b would be restarted. One can see from Fig. 1 that T b would then have virtually no chance of finishing because it would miss its deadline. On the other hand, T a has a better chance of completing successfully if restarted. A priority incognizant algorithm (e.g., OCC-BC) cannot take advantage of this efficient alternative. We hypothesize that execution semantics (execution status and execution history of a transaction) is a very effective parameter in designing efficient priority cognizant CCMs for RTDBS. One can see from Fig. 1 that T b has a higher priority so restarting T a might be a more effective way of resolving the conflict since T a would have a fair chance of finishing. Thus, while a priority incognizant protocol would give T b virtually no chance of finishing, a priority cognizant one may allow both transactions to commit.
2. In OCC-BC, when a transaction reaches its commit point, all currently active transactions that conflict with it are restarted. This is referred to as validation. This example can also be used to illustrate the weakness of priority cognizant protocols. Priority cognizance may let both T a and T b commit; however, it will not be able to guarantee that either of them will commit. For example, even if T a was restarted and T b allowed to continue, several events could occur (e.g., T b may be restarted by some other transaction or the system load may suddenly increase and T a may miss its deadline on its restarted run) that could cause both T a and T b to miss their deadlines. On the other hand, OCC-BC (or any other priority incognizant protocol) will guarantee that T a (i.e., the validating transactions) will commit. A priority cognizant protocol might yield more misses than a priority insensitive algorithm.
The above example helps us to identify a few key points for designing efficient priority cognizant CC algorithms. It is well-known that the number of restarts is a strong determinant of the performance of real-time CC algorithms. For example, the reason why OCC-TI performs better than OCC-BC [18] is that it reduces the number of restarts by not restarting reconciliably conflicting transactions. It is, therefore, reasonable to assume that the performance threshold of a priority cognizant protocol can be enhanced by reducing the number of restarts to a minimum. Our goal, therefore, is to design a priority cognizant CCM which will consistently provide the highest performance and virtually eliminate the disadvantage of priority cognizance.
OCC-APR
In this section, we present a new CCM which attempts to fulfill this goal: OCC-APR (Optimistic Concurrency Control-Adaptive PRiority).
Basic Idea
OCC-APR attempts to reduce the number of restarts by exploiting and extending the capabilities of priority insensitive algorithms. As explained earlier, one of the positive aspects of OCC-BC and OCC-TI is that they guarantee the commitment of validating transactions. Since a validating transaction is sure to commit, it might be wiser to let it do so rather than restarting it in favor of other transactions which are still in their read phase. Thus, priority incognizant algorithms assume that a bird in the hand is worth more than two in the bush. OCC-BC applies this philosophy by restarting all transactions that conflict with a validating transaction, while OCC-TI only restarts irreconciliably conflicting transactions.
However, when there are more than a few conflicting transactions, a priority incognizant OCC policy would restart several transactions. Under such conditions, it might be desirable to restart the validating transaction and allow conflicting ones to continue, thereby increasing the likelihood that a large number of transactions will eventually commit. Yet, as shown in the example, this could result in problems if the sacrificed transaction is not garanteed to commit. If, on the other hand, the eventual completion of every validating transaction is assured, then a prioritycognizant version of an OCC algorithm is likely to perform better than its priority-ignorant counterpart. Thus, the question is whether it is theoretically possible to guarantee that sacrificed transactions eventually commit. We believe the answer is no for a majority of algorithms for real-time and non-real-time systems, mainly because system dynamics are unpredictable. However, in reality, it is possible to design an algorithm, which closely approximates this goal by ensuring that a vast majority of sacrificed transactions eventually commit.
One way to guarantee commitment is to identify how much time a validating transaction has left before its deadline and restart it only if ªsufficient timeº is left. The problem is the determination of sufficient time. Clearly, if the system suffers from a high data and resource contention, more time is required than if very little contention is present. In other words, the notion of sufficient time should be dictated by the state of the system. Thus, the basic ideas behind OCC-APR may be enumerated as shown below:
1. Start out with an estimate of sufficient time required to restart validating transactions. As we show later, we make this estimate without making any unrealistic assumptions or assuming any a priori knowledge regarding either transaction or system characteristics 2. Adjust this estimate based on feedback from monitoring system performance. In OCC-APR the feedback is in the form of the system Miss Ratio (MR). Based on this feedback, the reevaluation of the sufficient time estimate is performed in an adaptive fashion, as described below.
Details of OCC-APR
Like OCC-TI, OCC-APR uses the notion of timestamp intervals to represent serialization orders induced by concurrency dynamics. Timestamps are associated with both transactions and data items, but in different ways:
Data Item Timestamps: Each data item has a read and a write timestamp. The read and the write timestamps are the largest (most recent) timestamp of a transaction, which read or wrote the data item.
Transaction Timestamps: Each active transaction has an associated timestamp interval, expressed as a lower bound lb; upper bound ub pair. The timestamp interval denotes the validity interval of a transaction and is also used to denote serialization order between transactions. For example, if T i (with timestamp interval lb i ; ub i ) is serialized before T j (with timestamp interval lb j ; ub j ), i.e., T i 3 T j , then the following relation must hold: ub i < lb j . On system entry, each transaction is assigned a timestamp interval of 0; I, i.e., the entire timestamp space. As the transaction proceeds through its execution, its timestamp interval is adjusted to reflect serialization dependencies as they are induced. 3 This can happen in two ways:
1. By accessing data items in the read phase. In this case, the timestamp interval is adjusted with respect to the read and write timestamps of the data item read or updated; and 2. By being in the conflict set of a different validating transaction. In this case, the timestamp interval is modified to dynamically adjust the serialization order. During this adjustment, the timestamp interval may shut out, i.e., may become null. In that case, the transaction cannot be successfully serialized and must be restarted. This is one of the major differences between conventional protocols and protocols based on dynamic adjustment of serialization order. In conventional OCC algorithms, restarts can only occur at validation times. In our case, however (as well as in OCC-TI), transactions can restart at other times if a timestamp interval shut out is detected. If a transaction successfully validates, a final timestamp is assigned to it. This timestamp is set to the lower bound of the transaction's timestamp interval. The mechanics for these adjustments are shown in the procedures given later in Section 4.1.4.
We use adaptive priority cognizance in OCC-APR, which we believe is its strength and distinguishes it from other CC algorithms. The basic idea, as mentioned before, is to restart validating transactions when 1) higher priority transactions exist in the irreconciliably conflicting set, and 2) the validating transaction is very likely to commit, if restarted.
The first condition is easily satisfied by examining the conflict set in the validation phase. The second condition is checked by estimating how long the transaction will take to execute, if restarted. However, this is a nontrivial problem because of the large variance between the average case and worst case execution times of a typical database transaction [25] . In the next section, we present a technique for estimating the execution time of a sacrificed transaction. We argue that this estimation technique is highly accurate as it is based on properties of optimistic concurrency control algorithms and the fact that we are only interested in the execution time of validating transactions.
Estimating the Execution Time of Validating Transactions
In an RTDBS, transactions spend time performing CPU operations, I/O operations, or waiting for concurrent transactions to finish accessing a data item. The time spent in processing a data item can thus be estimated in terms of the waiting time due to CPU contention (t w CP U ), the CPU service time (t CP U ), the waiting time due to disk contention (t w disk ), the disk service time (t disk ), and the time spent waiting for the data item to become available (t w data ). Thus, an expression for the execution time ET of a transaction T that accesses NT data items is given as follows:
ET NT Â t w CP U t CP U t w disk t disk t w data :
In OCC, no locking takes place and transactions are given almost immediate access to data items. Thus, t w data is negligible compared to the the overall data item processing time.
We assume that a transaction's execution path and, hence, its data and computational requirements, are unlikely to change between its first run and restarted execution. This property, known as access invariance, was investigated in [9] , [23] and can be used to more accurately estimate the restarted execution time of a validating transaction.
When a transaction T val enters its validation phase, it has completed all its operations. The number of data accesses, NT val , that it would need to perform if restarted can thus be known by tracking the number of data accesses performed during its first run through the system. In addition, if the size of the main memory is large enough, most, if not all, of the data pages that it accessed during its first run will still be in memory at the validation stage. Through access invariance, it will access these pages during its restarted run and will thus not have to fetch them from the disk. To reduce the unpredictabilities associated with disk operations, we propose retaining in memory the data items used in the first run of a sacrificed transaction. By doing so, one can avoid the times associated with disk operations, i.e., t w disk and t disk .
From the above considerations, one can formulate the expected restart execution time E restart T val of a validating transaction as follows:
OCC-APR continuously keeps track of the average CPU wait and service times experienced by the transactions in the system. These measured values are used for t w CP U and t CP U , respectively. At this point, we note that, while the central question in the paper considers whether a bird in the hand is better than two (or more) in the bush, there appears to be little doubt that a bird in the hand is better than a single one in the bush. In other terms, it would seem unreasonable to restart a validating transaction if it faces a single higher priority irreconciliably conflicting transaction.
Based on the above considerations, we can formulate a restart condition for validating transactions. Assume T val requests validation and the priority and deadline of a transaction T are denoted by P T and DT , respectively. Also, we denote by ICST val the set of transactions that irreconciliably conflict with T val and Clock represents the current time. The restart rule may be stated as:
From practical considerations, we add a refinement to the above expression for E restart T val . If the system is dynamically changing, we need a method to reflect the changes of the system in our estimation. To this end, we include an adaptive factor in the expression, which can thus be restated as follows:
This adaptive factor attempts to capture the fact that, in a dynamic system, CPU wait times often vary from the average. At system startup, the system is set to 1.
Afterward, we utilize a nearest neighbor approach which periodically increments or decrements the value of by some small amount . If the number of missed deadlines does not reduce from one period to the other, the direction of the updates is reversed.
OCC-APR Algorithm
In this section, we present the three main procedures of OCC-APR: 1) validation (ev); 2) timestamp-interval adjustment at validation ( e); and 3) timestamp-interval adjustment by data access ( ehe). The ev procedure is run at validation, the e procedure adjusts the timestamp intervals of conflicting transactions if the validating transaction is marked for commit and the ehe procedure adjusts the timestamp intervals of the reconciliably conflicting transactions that survive the validation process. The notation used is summarized in Table 1 .
In the procedure descriptions given in Fig. 2 , note that program constructs (e.g., if, while) are in bold and procedure invocations are in calligraphic notation. Procedure ev is self-explanatory. We first go through the conflict set of T val , adjusting the timestamps of the conflicting transactions by invoking procedure e. Whenever two higher-priority irreconciliably conflicting transactions are detected because their timestamp intervals shut out, we perform the restart test. If this test succeeds, T val is restarted and procedure ev terminates. This situation is somewhat tricky to handle because, by this time, the procedure may have already adjusted the timestamp intervals of several conflicting transactions. However, if T val is to restart, then these adjustments are unnecessary. To remedy this situation, we call the ii procedure, which unmarks all transactions marked for restart and resets the timestamp intervals of all transactions in the original CST val to their original values. To this end, OCC-APR keeps an image of the original CST val until ev terminates. This is why we only mark transactions for restart in e instead of actually restarting them. If the transactions were restarted in e and ii needed to be run later, it would be impossible to undo the restarts. Finally, if the entire conflict set is traversed without the restart test succeeding, the necessary data timestamp adjustments are done, all marked transactions are restarted, and T val commits.
Next, we turn our attention to the e procedure shown in Fig. 3 . This procedure is also very straightforward. In this procedure, timestamp intervals are adjusted based on data conflicts. Table 2 tabulates the conflict types and the serialization orders induced through the corresponding timestamp interval adjustment by procedure e. Note that, when timestamp interval shutout is detected, we do not restart the transactionÐwe simply mark it for restart. The actual restarts of the marked transactions are done in procedure ev.
Finally, we state our third procedure, ehe, in Fig. 4 . This procedure simply adjusts the timestamp intervals with each data access to ensure consistency is not violated. The reader should have no problems understanding the logic behind the adjustments.
Other Algorithms Studied
OCC-TI: Since OCC-APR uses timestamp adjustment techniques, we felt it necessary to compare its performance to that of OCC-TI [18] . Under this scheme, a higher priority transaction may be restarted by a committing transaction with a lower priority. However, because OCC-TI is priority incognizant, it can lead to such problems as wasted sacrifices or priority inversion.
OCC-TI, Always Sacrifice (OCC-TI-AS): In this scheme, a validating transaction is always sacrificed if it has at least one irreconciliably conflicting, higher-priority transaction. This policy is obviously very aggressive in making sacrifices. However, this scheme is priority-cognizant and satisfies the goal of giving preferential treatment to higherpriority transactions. As such, this scheme is similar to OPT-SACRIFICE [11] , which was reported to have a generally poor performance since its aggressive nature might cause a high number of wasted sacrifices. OCC-TI-AS, however, takes advantage of the fact that many transactions will potentially be restarted during their read phase. Thus, the number of higher-priority transactions in the conflict set of a validating transaction would be less than with OPT-SACRIFICE. Yet, this policy sacrifices a validating transaction in the presence of a single higher-priority irreconciliably conflicting transaction: It deems that a bird in the bush is better than one in the hand.
OCC-TI, Conservative Sacrifice (OCC-TI-CS): The basic premise behind this algorithm is similar to, but more conservative than, OCC-TI-AS. In OCC-TI-CS, validating transactions are conservatively sacrificed, i.e., they are restarted only if all transactions in their conflict set have a higher priority. This approach should result in fewer wasted sacrifices than OCC-TI-AS. Yet, as conflict set sizes increase (e.g., with higher data contentions), OCC-TI-CS might not restart any validating transactions, thereby approximating the basic OCC-TI algorithm.
OCC-TI-WAIT: Another approach that can be taken to reduce the number of wasted sacrifices present in OCC-TI-AS consists of making validating transactions wait before being restarted. In this scheme, if the priority of a validating transaction is not higher than those of the transactions in its conflict set, it waits for the conflicting transactions with higher priority to complete and is not allowed to commit immediately. If all the higher priority transactions are restarted by other transactions or miss their deadline, then the waiting transaction commits. Otherwise, the waiting transaction is restarted. This scheme is similar to OPT-WAIT [11] and should inherit some of its properties.
OCC-TI-WAIT50: In OCC-TI-WAIT, a validating transaction is made to wait until all irreconciliably conflicting, higher priority transactions are restarted or aborted or until one commits. To reduce the effects of the drawbacks associated with this potentially lengthy wait, OCC-TI-WAIT50 makes a transaction wait for only 50 percent of its conflict set. This scheme is similar to the WAIT-50 [11] . Thus, its performance is expected to mirror that of OCC-TI-WAIT under low data contention conditions and shift to that of OCC-TI when data contention becomes high.
SIMULATION MODEL
We simulated an RTDBS to evaluate the performance of these different CCMs. The simulation program was written in a C and C++ based simulation toolkit called SIMPACK [7] , [8] . We have tried to make our model as realistic as possible by minimizing the number of simplifying assumptions. Table 3 lists the parameters used to drive the simulator and the notation we use for each throughout this discussion.
The RTDBS consists of a shared-memory multiprocessor that operates on a disk-resident database. The data is distributed among the disks to balance the load (i.e., no disk has to support a higher load than another). The system consists of NumCPU processors and NumDisk disks. Jobs are queued at the resources in order of highest priority and no preemption occurs. Each disk has its own queue, while all CPUs are serviced from the same queue.
The DBS is implemented on a paging virtual-memory system. As such, the database is modeled as a collection of DBSize data pages, each of which is a unit of access. The parameters ProcCPU and ProcDisk denote the CPU and disk processing time per page, respectively, so that the total processing time per page is given by P rocP age P rocCP U P rocDisk when the page is not already in memory. The system maintains a global buffer which is subject to a simple buffer management algorithm. Since this study is concerned with CCM performance, we do not model buffer frames explicitly, but instead use a probabilistic model. When a transaction attempts to access a page, the system determines whether the page is in memory using a probability BufProb. As was explained in Section 4.1.3, we assume that all pages used by a sacrificed transaction are retained in the global buffer for its restarted run, i.e., in this case, BufProb=1.
Transactions are modeled as a sequence of read and write page accesses where the ratio of reads to writes in a transaction can be varied to produce any type of workload, from read-only to write-only. 4 This proportion can be varied by changing the probability WriteProb. Also, we model intertransaction locality of reference by explicitly modeling hot spots (i.e., certain pages are more likely to be accessed than others). Data items are selected from a normal distribution with a standard deviation HSFactor instead of a uniform distribution. Thus, for a given value of HSFactor, roughly 68.3 percent of all operations will access 2 Â HSF actor data items.
The system is open-ended to allow a continuous flow of transactions with a wide range of deadlines. A closed system with a fixed or controlled level of multiprogramming would unnecessarily skew the performance of the overall system and might thus hide CCM performance. Transactions arrive as a Poisson stream with an arrival rate ArrivRate. Each transaction is given a size, SizeT , drawn from a truncated normal distribution centered at the midpoint of the interval SizeInterval. Given the transaction arrival time, AT , the deadline of the transaction is computed as DT AT SizeT Â P rocP age Â SRT . The parameter SRT is the slack ratio of the transaction. It determines the tightness of the deadline of T and is drawn, in our model, from a uniform distribution whose range is specified by SRInterval. Fig. 5 shows the four major components of the modeled RTDBS system. The source generates the workload of the system. The deadline and page access sequence of each transaction are set by this module. The transaction manager receives external transactions from the source, coordinates their execution, and collects statistics. The transaction manager implements the earliest-deadline first (EDF) scheduling policy [20] . The concurrency controller manages the data conflict detection and resolution between transactions through one of the algorithms presented in Section 4. Finally, the resource manager models system resources, such as buffers, CPUs, disks, and their associated queues.
A transaction submits a data access request to the concurrency control (CC) manager, on the approval of which a disk I/O is performed to fetch the page into memory followed by CPU usage to process the page. A write request is processed in a similar way except that the write I/Os are deferred until commit time.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Performance Metrics
The consistent superiority of OCC-TI over well-known realtime CCMs has already been established in [18] . Therefore, instead of repeating the experiment here, we use all the proposed variations of OCC-TI, which are OCC-TI, OCC-TI-AS, OCC-TI-CS, OCC-TI-WAIT, and OCC-TI-WAIT50, for establishing the efficiency of our algorithm. We examine the following performance metrics:
Miss Ratio (MR), or the fraction of transactions that miss their deadlines, calculated as:
MR
number of transactions missing their deadline total number of transactions that left the system : Average Higher-Priority Irreconciliably Conflicting Transactions Count (HPICT Count). This is defined as the average number of higher-priority irreconciliably conflicting transactions that a validating transaction faces and is given by:
HPICT Count Number of higher-priority transactions that irreconciliably conflict with a validating transaction Number of transactions thatreached validation :
Average restart count (ARC). ARC is defined to be the average number of restarts incurred by a transaction before it leaves the system. Note that a transaction could leave the system either by having completed successfully or by having missed its deadline. It is given by:
ARC number of restarts total number of transactions that left the system : 
Percentage of Wasted Sacrifices (PWS)
, which is the fraction of the number of restarted validating transactions that eventually miss their deadline. It is given by:
PWS number of sacrificed transactions that miss their deadline number of transactions that reached validation :
All the curves presented in this paper exhibit mean values that have relative half-widths about the mean of less than 10 percent at the 90 percent confidence level. Each simulation experiment was run until at least 1,000,000 transactions left the system. We only discuss statistically significant differences in the ensuing performance reporting section.
Baseline Experiments
We first evaluate the performance of the different algorithms in a baseline case. Subsequently, we investigate the sensitivity of the baseline results with respect to variations of the parameter settings. The values of the simulation input parameters for the baseline case are shown in Table 4 . These values were selected because we believe that they model a database that is at once realistic and appropriate for the present study. The number of resources, for instance, models a lower end RTDBS, while the resource processing times, which might appear rather slow at first glance, incorporate delays that are related to transaction resource usage but are generally not accounted for. For instance, the setting for ProcDisk (20 ms) encompasses not only disk activities, but controller and bus contention related delays as well. By the same token, a 10 ms is selected for ProcCPU to account for activities carried out by the underlying operating system (e.g., memory and process management) or by the DBMS itself (e.g., concurrency control and access path management in addition to the basic processing times incurred by the transactions themselves).
We first turn our attention to the miss ratio of the system under various system loadings and CCMs. These curves, shown in Fig. 6a , exhibit the characteristic S-shape associated with miss ratio performance of firm real-time DBSs. At low arrival rates, the system is able to schedule and manage all incoming transactions. System resources are underutilized and there exists some slack bandwidth. As the load increases, this slack reduces until a load is reached where a number of transactions start to miss their deadlines. We refer to this threshold load as the overload point of the system. In Fig. 6a , this point is reached at a system load of about seven transactions per second. When the offered load is greater than this threshold, the system resources cannot process all incoming transactions within their time constraints. Transactions must wait in the different system queues for a significant amount of time, which results in deadline misses. Thus, as the load increases past the overload point, the proportion of transactions that miss their deadlines increases as well, which explains the shape of the plots in Fig. 6a .
Having examined the overall shape of the curves, we now turn our attention to the differences between them. The most striking feature of the plots in Fig. 6a lies in the relatively minor separation present between the different algorithms beyond the overload point. With its aggressive sacrificial policy, OCC-TI-AS begins to ªloseº transactions earlier than any other protocol. For instance, it loses 8.8 percent of its offered workload at an arrival rate of eight transactions per second, while other algorithms yield a miss ratio of only about 7 percent. This lower performance of OCC-TI-AS is present at all points beyond overload. However, the separation between OCC-TI-AS and the best performing algorithm is quite small. The maximum separation (at 12 transactions per second) remains small: OCC-TI-AS wastes 6.2 percent more transactions than OCC-TI or OCC-APR. Of the other algorithms, only OCC-TI-CS clearly differentiates itself from the others. While its performance is better than that of OCC-TI-AS, it does not reach that of the other algorithms. This might seem to contradict our intuition in Section 4.2, where we mentioned that, at high data contention levels, the performance of OCC-TI-CS should approach the performance of OCC-TI. The reason for this intuition was as follows: At high loads, there would be sufficient data contention in the system such that the number of higher-priority irreconciliable conflicts with validating transactions, i.e., HPICT counts, should be fairly large. Thus, OCC-TI-CS, with its conservative sacrificial policy, would hardly ever restart validating transactions, making it virtually identical to OCC-TI. While this intuition still makes sense, the key rationale behind it, i.e., increasing conflict set sizes, does not hold, as is apparent from Fig. 6b . In fact, it turns out that HPICT counts remain insufficient, making OCC-TI-CS similar to OCC-TI-AS. This phenomenon, i.e., small, decreasing HPICT counts beyond overload, is a key point in our discussion and forms the basis of our claim that priority cognizance appears to be less useful than thought previously. This will be elaborated upon later.
Both WAIT algorithms, i.e., OCC-TI-WAIT and OCC-TI-WAIT50, display slightly better performance than the other algorithms right after the overload point, but rapidly lose this advantage at higher arrival rates (starting in our case at 10 transactions per second). There are four reasons for this:
1. At low arrival rates, the load on the system is not sufficient to significantly increase the probability that transactions restarted by a validating transaction, after waiting, will miss their deadline, 
2.
The load is not high enough to significantly increase the probability that new conflicts will develop during a validating transaction's waiting time, 3. Conflicting higher priority transactions are given enough opportunities, because of low load, to complete during a validating transaction's waiting period, and 4. The HPICT counts of the waiting algorithms are significantly higher, around overload, than those of the other policies.
As the load on the system increases, however, the four reasons outlined do not hold any longer and the waiting schemes rapidly lose their advantage over OCC-TI and OCC-APR. It would thus appear that simple waiting schemes, while always performing better than OCC-TI-AS and OCC-TI-CS, perform no better than OCC-TI or OCC-APR under most system loads. This observation might seem to be at odds with results in [11] , where WAIT-50 was shown to perform better than priority incognizant CCMs under a wide range of conditions. Note, however, that, in the current study, OCC-TI is utilized as the base algorithm, whereas OCC-BC was used in [11] . The better performance of OCC-TI as compared to OCC-BC accounts for this result. The remaining two algorithms, OCC-TI and OCC-APR, appear to perform better than the rest under most loading conditions. There is, however, no clear winner between the two. Now, we turn our attention to examining why priority cognizance does not appear to buy much. One metric that is of particular interest in explaining this phenomenon is the average number of higher-priority irreconciliably conflicting transactions at validation. As was presented in Section 4, a priority cognizant algorithm can only be superior to a priority ignorant one if this metric achieves sufficiently high values. In other words, if HPICT counts are large, there may be some advantages to sacrificing the validating transaction and, in the process, let several transactions in the conflict set survive. This is what we refer to as the ªbird in the hand and birds in the bushº phenomenon. The ªbird in the handº is the validating transaction which is guaranteed to commit. The ªbirds in the bushº are the higher-priority irreconciliably conflicting transactions, whose eventual success is not guaranteed, even if they were allowed to survive. Letting the ªbird in the handº go only makes sense if there are ªseveral birds in the bush.º The curves corresponding to the ªbirds in the bushº metric, i.e., HPICT count, are shown in Fig. 6b . As should be expected, when underloaded conditions prevail, the curves show a sharp increase, i.e., an increase in arrival rate translates into an increase in the number of data conflicts. A much more interesting trend appears after the overload point. Intuitively, one might expect that the upward trend exhibited previously would continue somewhat under high load conditions. However, as can clearly be seen, it does not: The curves show a sharp decrease after the overload point. Moreover, the peak value never reaches more than 0.5. This is a key reason behind the premise of this paper. Basically, what this means is that the ªbushº does not have many birds. Thus, letting the ªbird in the handº escape may not be such a great idea after all. This behavior results from the conjoint effects of two phenomena.
1. Beyond the overload point, a transaction waits longer in different resource queues. This translates into less time being spent in actually performing data operations 5 and, thus, fewer conflicts being generated. Thus, when a transaction reaches validation, it faces a comparatively smaller number of conflicting transactions, even though it has performed the same number of operations as it would have in an underloaded situation. 2. Another reason for the reduction in HPICT counts displayed in Fig. 6b under overloaded conditions is tied to the average size of the transactions that reach validation. The scheduling algorithm used in this experiment (EDF) is inherently biased toward transactions with smaller sizes [24] , [5] . Clearly, one would expect HPICT counts to be positively correlated with the size of the validating transactions. At underloaded conditions, all transactions reach validation; thus, the average conflict size reflects the conflict sets of transactions with all sizes. Under overloaded conditions, however, shorter transactions are given more access to system resources and eventually tend to reach validation more often than longer transactions. Thus, HPICT counts are smaller, on average. The above two arguments explain the decrease of the curves in Fig. 6b under overloaded conditions. Moreover, in our baseline case, the HPICT count of a validating transaction is most often less than 0.35. It should thus be clear that incorporating priority cognizance during the validation phase of transactions can have no significant effect on real-time system performance. This observation is the key determinant for the relative lack of separation between the real-time performance of priority cognizant and ignorant CCMs: The HPICT count is simply too small for most priority cognizant algorithms to make a difference. Moreover, we have examined this metric under a wide range of conditions and seen that it is extremely rarely high enough for priority cognizant algorithms to perform better than priority incognizant ones.
Another detail that appears from the curves in Fig. 6b is that the two wait-based algorithms, i.e., OCC-TI-WAIT and OCC-TI-WAIT50, appear to have reached significantly higher HPICT counts around overload than the other CCMs. Recall that these algorithms will often make a validating transaction wait for higher-priority irreconciliably conflicting transactions to commit, restart, or miss their deadline. Thus, at any point in time, there will be a number of such waiting transactions in the system and each might be arbitrarily close to its deadline. A validating transaction will thus have an HPICT count composed of both transactions in their read phase and waiting transactions. This increased HPICT count accounts for the small but noticeable performance advantage of the wait-based policies over the other CCMs around the overload point (between six and 10 transactions per second, approximately).
We now take a brief look at the average restart counts (ARC) generated by our different algorithms. This analysis should verify that the number of restarts experienced by the different algorithms are indeed not significantly different. This metric is presented in Fig. 7a . The bell shape of the ARC curves can be explained as follows: Below the overload point, data contention effects largely dominate in the system. As a result, as the offered load increases, so does the average number of restarts per transaction. However, beyond the overload point, the effects of resource contention strongly dominate those of data contention, meaning transactions sit in resource queues, as opposed to performing data operations. This explains the downward trend exhibited by the curves under high load conditions.
A more interesting aspect of these curves lies in their relative separation. In underloaded conditions, there is a clear separation between the behavior of CCMs that immediately sacrifice transactions (OCC-TI-AS, OCC-TI-CS, and OCC-APR) and that of the other algorithms. The former tend to generate more restarts in the system than the latter. In the worst case (i.e., at the overload point), OCC-APR restarts a transaction about 0.93 times on average, while OCC-TI-WAIT yields a significantly lower ARC, at about 0.8. While this might appear to form an argument for the superiority of the waiting schemes, this is not actually the case: The separation is only present in underloaded conditions where all transactions have, in any case, access to enough resources to complete within their time constraints. On the other hand, beyond the overload point, the average restart counts are almost the same for all algorithms. As was discussed earlier, one strong determinant of CCM performance is the number of restarts encountered in the system. As can be seen in Fig. 7a , this metric does not significantly vary between the different CCMs studied. This constitutes another strong explanation for the lack of separation in realtime performance exhibited by the curves in Fig. 6a .
The above discussion reported that priority cognizance does not do very well, e.g., OCC-APR, our showcase priority cognizant algorithm, cannot outperform OCC-TI, a good priority insensitive strategy. One may argue that this happens not because of any inherent problems with priority cognizance, but, rather, due to a weakness on OCC-APR's part. More specifically, recall from Section 4 that OCC-APR's ªintelligenceº lies in restarting validating transactions when they are very likely to eventually commit. If OCC-APR's intelligence was not correctly applied, then, in most cases, the sacrificed transaction would not commit. In other words, OCC-APR's strategy is to eventually get the ªbird in the handº as well as some of the ªbirds in the bush.º If the ªbird in the handº was always getting away, the strategy, admittedly, would be deficient. To respond to this legitimate concern, we examine the percentage of the time that a sacrificed transaction eventually misses its deadline. The resulting curves are shown, for the baseline case, in Fig. 7b . The overall trend of the curves is as expected for the algorithms to which OCC-APR is compared. While OCC-TI does not restart any validating transactions, the other CCMs cause some of the validating transactions to miss their deadline after the overload point. OCC-APR, on the other hand, does not appear to miss any of the transactions that go through their validation phase. As such, OCC-APR seems to virtually guarantee that a transaction that reaches validation will eventually commit. This behavior is exhibited by OCC-APR under all parameter settings that we experimented with, including the baseline as well as all other cases. Intuitively, it would seem that OCC-APR cannot perform worse than OCC-TI. This conjecture is confirmed by the corresponding miss ratio curves in Fig. 6a .
From this baseline case, it would appear that the key factor in determining the performance of priority-cognizant CCMs is the number of higher-priority transactions with which a validating transaction conflicts. Moreover, it seems that, under the current settings, this number remains relatively small so that any improvements that could be gained through priority cognizance are not feasible. In the following sections, we investigate whether this constraint remains present under a variety of parameter settings.
We now discuss the effect of algorithm overhead on system performance. We note first that all the algorithms considered in this performance study are variants of OCC-TI, incurring the same costs for the dynamic adjustment of serialization order. Thus, these costs are of little interest to the comparative performance study reported in this paper. The OCC-APR algorithm incurs additional costs associated with determining whether or not to restart a validating transaction and actually restarting the transaction. These costs have a significant impact on system performance and would, indeed, need to be addressed if our main thesis was the superiority of OCC-APR. However, as already discussed in detail, OCC-APR is not showcased here for its performance, but, rather, to demonstrate the ineffectiveness of using priority cognizance to achieve performance improvements. In this context, discussion of these additional costs provides little additional benefit in support of our main thesis and is thus not included.
Effects of Increased Data Contention
In this section, we examine the effects of increased data contention levels on the performance of the different algorithms. To do so, we independently vary two parameters that are determinants of data contention: WriteProb, which is the probability that a page accessed is written, and HSFactor, which determines the importance of hot spots in transaction access patterns.
Effects of Increased Write Probability
We first set the write probability is set to 0.9, i.e., much higher than the baseline value of 0.25. In this scenario, the number of read-write, write-read, or write-write conflicts between any two transactions active in the system should be relatively high. This should strongly increase the number of data items on which there are conflicts and only marginally affect the number of transactions that conflict on a same data item. Fig. 8a presents the real-time performance of these algorithms with all parameter settings the same as in our baseline case, except for WriteProb, which is given a value of 0:9.
As should be expected, the overall shape of these curves is almost exactly the same as in the baseline case. The only notable difference is that the overload point has shifted from its baseline position of approximately seven transactions per second to about six. This reduction of the overload point is due to the increased data contention which, even at relatively low loads, adversely affects the performance of the system. Under this high data contention, the average number of times that a transaction is restarted is sufficiently high to cause some of these transactions to miss their time constraints. Although we do not show the corresponding curves for the sake of brevity, the maximum ARC exhibited by the different CCMs ranges from 1.5 to 1.6, which corresponds to almost doubling the corresponding values in the baseline case.
Compared to the baseline case, the differences in realtime performance between the different algorithms is increased slightly. Whereas, in the baseline experiment, the maximum difference in miss ratios was approximately 6 percent, at an arrival rate of 10 transactions per second, Fig. 8a shows a distinct difference between the performance of OCC-TI-AS (50.3 percent) and that of OCC-APR (39.8 percent). This relatively high separation indicates that some algorithms adapt much better than others to variations in write probability. It should, however, be noted that this difference occurs in a relatively extreme case, which would not be applicable in a variety of actual scenarios. As such, this separation might not apply in the majority of real applications.
Another interesting point is that OCC-APR performs a little worse than OCC-TI right after the overload point. Recall from the discussion in Section 4 that OCC-APR attempts to adapt to current system loads by constantly examining the overall miss ratio of the system. Around the overload point, this instantaneous miss ratio will often have a value of 0, even though the long term miss ratio will not. As a result, the nearest neighbor approach utilized in this study might ªovershootº the correct adaptive factor setting, after which the system might have to wait for two or more SampleBatch transactions to complete before reaching an appropriate value again. This problem can be easily fixed in an actual application scenario by tuning the amount by which the adaptive factor is adjusted at each step.
The HPICT count curves shown in Fig. 8b present higher values than in the baseline case. However, none of these values reach 1, which indicates that, for any ªbird in the handº there is always, on average, less than ªone in the bush.º As was seen in the baseline case, priority cognizance cannot, in such a case, yield very significant performance gains. Another interesting point to note is that both waiting algorithms generate significantly higher HPICT counts than the other algorithms. As was noted in our baseline study, this behavior is explained by the fact that, in waiting protocols, the conflict set of a transaction is composed of transactions in their read-phase, as well as validating transactions that have been made to wait by the CCM.
Effects of Decreased Data Contention
We now decrease data contention in our experiments by setting write probablity to a value of 0:1. The results of this experiment are shown in Figs. 9a and 9b . Qualitatively, decreasing data contention does not change the relative positions of the curves as compared to the high data contention experiment reported in the previous section. In other words, no significant performance differences are observed, as can be easily seen from Fig. 9a . However, the miss ratio curves have a global shift to the right (i.e., overall performance is better) compared to the miss ratio curves for the high data contention experiment shown in Fig. 8a . The lower data contention causes fewer conflicts, resulting in fewer missed deadlines. This is also reinforced by the curves in Fig. 9b , which show lower HPICT counts than the curves in Fig. 8b. 
Effects of Increased Hot Spots
We now examine the performance of the algorithms by increasing the tightness of the hot spots in the system with respect to our baseline experiment. This is accomplished by selecting a much narrower standard deviation (10) for the distribution of data item accesses than in the baseline settings (where HSF actor 30). Thus, a much higher number of transactions are likely to access the same data item. The resulting real-time performance curves are shown in Fig. 10a . As can be expected from such extreme settings, data contention effects start early to cause the system to enter overload conditions: The overload point reduces from its baseline value of seven transactions per second to about four. This behavior can be explained by the fact that transactions cannot meet their deadlines because they are repeatedly restarted. Although we do not show the corresponding curves, the average restart count values in the current experiment reach more than twice as high as those examined in the baseline case. Also, the separation between the different curves is noticeably higher in this case than in the baseline experiment. For instance, at an arrival rate of eight transactions per second, OCC-TI-AS misses 49.5 percent of its offered load, while OCC-TI misses only 40.5 percent. This separation can be easily understood if one takes a look at the HPICT counts experienced by each of the algorithms. These curves are shown in Fig. 10b .
While the overall shape of these curves is similar to those examined earlier, the actual values reached are somewhat higher, reaching, in the case of OCC-TI-WAIT, to about 1.8 right after the overload point. However, most values for the other algorithms do not reach higher than about 1, which here, again, explains the relative lack of separation between the real-time performances of the different CCMs studied. Only OCC-TI-WAIT is able to take advantage of priority cognizance for a very short period: At arrival rates of four and five transactions per second, this CCM shows a markedly lower miss ratio than the other policies. However, this advantage is rapidly lost, as the increasing load on the system renders the algorithm prone to unnecessary delays.
Effects of Decreased Resource Contention
Finally, we briefly examine the effects of decreasing resource contention on the performance of the different CCMs. In the experiment, thus, we set the parameters NumCPU and NumDisks to eight and 16, respectively, and hold all other parameters constant with respect to our baseline case. In other words, the number of resources in the system is quadrupled. The corresponding real-time performance curves are shown in Fig. 11a .
The two noticeable changes from the earlier set of curves lie in 1) the fact that overload point is now considerably shifted from its original value (from about seven transactions per second to about 15), and 2) that the slope of the curves after the overload point is much more reduced. A less noticeable aspect of these curves is that, as a result of the decreased effects of resource contention, data contention effects are clearly discernible before the overload point: The different algorithms start to show a slight upward trend in underloaded conditions. In all other respects, however, the performances of the different algorithms are simply magnified compared to those examined in our earlier studies. For instance, the relatively good performance of the waiting algorithms around the overload point is very clearly discernible: At 16 transactions per second, while OCC-TI-AS loses 19.2 percent of the workload, the miss ratio of OCC-TI-WAIT50 is only 7.7 percent.
Here again, the relative performance of the algorithms can be easily understood by examining the corresponding HPICT count curve in Fig. 11b . Under low resource contention, transactions perform their operations faster than in our baseline case. Thus, even though the number of concurrent transactions remains the same, each transaction is likely to have performed more operations than in a high resource contention case. Also, transactions will, on average, reach validation earlier than in our baseline case. As a result, the HPICT counts encountered by validating transactions will be significantly higher than when contention for resources is higher. This explains the high HPICT counts that appear in Fig. 11b , where OCC-TI-WAIT yields values slightly higher than 2.
In addition, these very large values explain the increased separation between the miss ratio curves of Fig. 11a . For instance, OCC-TI-WAIT, which generates markedly higher HPICT counts than the other algorithms, starts suffering from overload at an arrival rate of 16 transactions per second. OCC-TI-AS, on the other hand, does not yield HPICT counts higher than 1 and, as a result, starts experiencing overload at 14 transactions per second. This is a strong indication that HPICT counts are indeed a determinant of real-time system performance.
However, most algorithms (except for OCC-TI-WAIT) do not yield HPICT counts that are significantly higher than 1.
They cannot, as a result, take very much advantage of priority cognizance, which explains the fact that the realtime performance curves of Fig. 11 are not very differentiated. Under these conditions, the loss of the guaranteed commit of a validating transaction is not outweighed by the potential gains from allowing slightly more than one higher priority conflicting transactions (on average) to continue their operations.
It may appear from the above experiment that decreasing resource contention, i.e., increasing parallelism, has some effect on performanceÐthere is a significant increase in average HPICT counts compared to our baseline experiments. Note, however, that the absolute HPICT values were still not very high in Fig. 11b , ranging up to a little over 2:0. However, there is still a marked increasing trend compared to the baseline case and we wanted to examine that effects of decreasing resource contention even further. This was done by simulating infinite servers at both the CPU and disk queues, i.e., waiting times at these queues were set to 0. The results of these experiments are shown in Figs. 12a and 12b . There is no substantial difference from Figs. 11a and 11b.
We thus conclude that decreasing resource contention does not impact performance significantly.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we explored the potential benefits of incorporating priority cognizance in conflict resolution for firm real-time DBSs. We examined the existing work in the area and attempted to create an algorithm that could take the best possible advantage of priorities. We then compared its performance to that of several other algorithms that incorporate priority cognizance in other forms.
From the experiments and the analysis of the corresponding results, it should be clear that there appears to be little advantage to be gained by incorporating priority cognizance in the validation-phase conflict resolution of optimistic CCMs for firm real-time DBSs. The main argument in support of this hypothesis relies on the following observation. Even under the conditions utilized for the experiments (i.e., small database size and highly concentrated hot spots), which were artificially setup to force a relatively high level of data contention in the system, the number of higher-priority transactions that conflict with the validating transaction is relatively small (in most cases, less than 1 on average). In other terms, the HPICT count, which appears to be the strongest determinant of the performance of priority cognizance, remains too low. A priority cognizant CCM is given little occasion to efficiently utilize priority information in conflict resolution. As a result, priority cognizant algorithms appear to perform approximately the same in terms of real-time performance, as priority incognizant ones. This reasoning assumes that the CCM used as a basis for building priority-cognizant CCM variants performs well enough during the read-phase of a transaction. Since our base algorithm, OCC-TI, utilizes dynamic adjustment of serialization order throughout the lifetime of a transaction, the number of actual conflicts that cannot be resolved at validation time are relatively small compared to those that would appear in a simpler strategy such as pure OCC or OPT-BC. However, it has already been shown that OCC-TI performs significantly better than CCMs which do not adjust the serialization order. Studying the effects of priority-cognizant conflict resolution on these simpler algorithms might thus, at this point, appear to be futile.
Another approach might be to incorporate priority information into the read-phase conflict resolution. However, this would appear to be too computationally intensive to be practical. To consider deadline information throughout the read-phase would require a much more complex policy than Procedure ehe presented in Section 4.1.4. In addition, it is not certain that read-phase priority cognizance would be beneficial in all cases since transactions that are about to miss their deadlines often have a much higher priority than most of the other transactions in the system. In such scenarios, a priority-cognizant read-phase conflict resolution policy would be likely to restart transactions that have a fairly high chance of completing (being further away from their deadline) in favor of transactions that are about to miss their deadline. It is, of course, possible to envision a policy that attempts to estimate the probabilities that a transaction will actually commit. This problem, however, is not trivial and it is likely that such approaches would rely on additional information about the transactions (e.g., the canned transaction assumption that was made in [5] ). In addition, estimating the probability that a given transaction will complete during its read phase would place a significant computational burden on the system.
From the analysis and experiments, we conclude that priority cognizance is not a viable approach for improving the performance of real-time CCMs beyond the currentstate of the art. Although a bird in the hand may be worth more than two in the bush, there would appear to be too few bushes with two birds for this rule of thumb to be of use in designing real-time CCMs. 
